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Dear Sir,

I Sri Supriya Bhattacharjee,s/o- shyamapada Bhattacharjee s.A.E & s.M schooldanga ccc,wBsEDCL,
P'S+Dist - Bankura, being empowered by the Electricity Act 2003 amended in 20G7 do here by lodge
complain against accused Bablu Bauri,s/o- Nanda Lal Bauri of Karanjora,p.o_Mankanali,Dist+p.s-
Bankura.

lhavereceivedaninformationthattheaccusedpersonBablu@was
consuming electricity by direct hooking from nearby L.T.o.H. line. we have received information thatthe aforesaid accused person was consuming electricity in an unauthorized way by direct hooking from
nearby L.T.O.H. line.

on getting this information on 28/1,L/20L7 between 15.30 hrs to 16.15 hrs, l, along with srisuniti
Khanda,s/o-Bimal khanda o.E of schooldanga ccc & sri Debnath chowdhury, s/o- Biswanath
chowdhury, o'E. of Schooldanga ccc inspected the Domestic premises of Bablu Bauri.

It was detected that the accused person has used a hooking cable for direct hooking purpose from
nearby LTOH line and to commit the theft of Electricity

I prepared the inspection report on the spot and the consumption of load was detected as 0.5KW.

Under my direction the hooking cable was removed.

It is well evident that the accused person has committed an offence u/s 135 (1) (a) at the Electricity Act
2003 amended in 2007.
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